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The 5 Most Dangerous Shark Species
The White Shark, more commonly referred to as the "Great
White," has been reported to be involved in more attacks on
humans than any other shark.
10 Most Dangerous Sharks
Worlds most dangerous sharks to attack humans. Top 10
deadliest sharks are among the most feared creatures on earth.
Which man eating.
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Most Dangerous Sharks - The Strand at Coolangatta
A shark attack is an attack on a human by a shark. Every year,
around 80 unprovoked attacks Australia has the highest number
of fatal shark attacks in the world, with Western .. nets in
New South Wales, including 10 critically endangered grey nurse
sharks, 7 dolphins, . "The World's 10 Deadliest Shark Attack
Beaches".
Shark attack - Wikipedia
with a brutal bite force. Take a look at the most aggressive
and potentially lethal species to humans. Sometimes, provoked
and unprovoked shark attacks end in tragedy. But we have to
They prefer deep and cool waters and range in size from 6 to
10 feet. The Prionace Top Stories | Environment.
These are the most dangerous sharks in the ocean - Business
Insider
RANKED: These are the most dangerous sharks in the ocean. Sean
Kane Tied for 12th with 10 attacks on record are the shortfin
mako shark.
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Like blue sharks, oceanic whitetip sharks are a pelagic
species, and they are rarely seen near land. Drum lines have
been criticized by environmentalists, conservationists and
animal welfare activists — they say drum lines are unethical,
non-scientific, and environmentally destructive; they also say
drum lines harm the marine ecosystem.
ThetotalnumberofsharkattackssinceistheFloridaMuseumreported.
Shark Attack Data. London: Guardian Media Group.
Burgessdirector of the International Shark Attack Filesaid the
following regarding why people are attacked: "Attacks are
basically an odds game based on how many hours you are in the
water".
SouthAmerica.ForthemajorityofThirdWorldcoastalnations,thereexists
can be found in temperate waters and have been classified as
an endangered species.
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